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Abstract
In this report we investigate how much similarity good news and bad news may
have in context of long-terms market trends. We discuss the relation between text
mining, classification, and information retrieval. We present examples that use
identical set of words but have a quite different meaning, we present examples
that can be interpreted in both positive or negative sense so that the decision is
difficult as before reading them. Our examples prove that methods of information
retrieval are not strong enough to solve problems as specified above. For search-
ing of common properties in groups of news we had used classifiers (e.g. naive
Bayes classifier) after we found that the use of diagnostic methods did not deliver
reasonable results.
For our experiments we have used historical data concerning the German mar-
ket index DAX30 1.
1Petr Kroha is on leave from TU Chemnitz, Germany
Chapter 1
Introduction
These days more and more crucial and commercially valuable information be-
comes available on the World Wide Web. Financial service companies are making
their products increasingly available on the Web. There are various types of finan-
cial information sources on the Web. The Wall Street Journal, Financial Times,
Reuters, Bloomberg, and others provide electronic versions of their daily issues.
All these information sources contain global and regional political and economic
news, citations from influential bankers and politicians, as well as recommenda-
tions from financial analysts.
However, the volume of business news is too large. In our experimental data
we collected news from only one source and they are about 8.000 news stories
monthly, sometimes 12.000. To read monthly such a volume of news means to
read at least 400 - 600 news in a day, at least 50 in an hour, about 1 in a minute.
Nobody can seriously analyze manually such an amount of news.
There is a question how much this kind of information moves stock. The
short-time moves can be seen immediately on screens displaying real-time quo-
tations. Short-time moves are important for day-traders but it is debatable how
much important they are for trends.
There are thousands of financial Web pages updated each day. Each page may
contain valuable information about stock markets but most of them contain mainly
garbage and advertisements. These on-line data sources would be a large resource
for mining knowledge if the truthfullness would be guaranteed, which is usually
not the case. The way out is using some subscribed pages offered by solid and
reliable companies.
There are two conventional approaches to financial market prediction: techni-
cal analysis and fundamental analysis.
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Technical analysis (see e.g. [33]) is based on numeric time series data and
tries to forecast stock markets using indicators of technical analysis. It is based
on the widely accepted hypothesis that says that all reactions of the market to all
news are contained in real-time prices of stocks. Because of this technical analysis
ignores news. Its main concern is to identify the existing trends and anticipate the
future trends of the stock market from charts. But charts or numeric time series
data only contain the event and not the cause why it happened.
Fundamental analysis (see e.g. [38]) investigates the factors that affect supply
and demand. The goal is to gather and interpret this information and act before the
information is incorporated in the stock price. The lag time between an event and
its resulting market response presents a trading opportunity. Fundamental anal-
ysis is based on economic data of companies and tries to forecast markets using
economic data that companies have to publish regularly, i.e. annual and quarterly
reports, auditor’s reports, balance sheets, income statements, etc. News have an
importance for investors using fundamental analysis because news describe fac-
tors that may affect supply and demand.
Often the reality is that investors react very quite differently as these both
hypothesis suppose because the number of possible influences, their weights and
combinations is immense. Often investors are trying to combine parts of both
approaches.
Exploiting textual information can not be seen as the only one method of pre-
diction but it may potentially increase the quality of the result. Currently, spe-
cialists read news and evaluate their possible influence on given commodities.
Research on automatical exploiting and using texts of news for prediction pur-
poses has just started and not many results are available yet. One of the key issues
is how to process the text.
In this paper one subscribed source of e-mailed news is considered as the data
source. It will be investigated how much the news correspond to the long-term
trends and whether the gained knowledge or insight can be used for an attempt
to predict financial markets. The novel approach is to use this technology for
long-term prediction. Papers already published are investigating only short-time
influence of messages suitable for day-trading. We discuss them in chapter 2.
The most crucial question is how to preprocess the news before extraction and
before feeding the results into the prediction engine. We will show on examples
in section 3.2 that the currently used techniques of information retrieval for this
purpose cannot work very well.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is recalled in
chapter 2. Chapter 3 introduces the concerning problems and chapter 4 presents
2
the methods we have used. Chapter 5 describes our experiments. Finally, we
conclude in chapter 6.
3
Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Related papers
The approach to classification of markets news may be similar as the approach
to determining document relevance. Experts construct a set of keywords which
they think are important for moving markets. The occurrences of such a fixed set
of several hundreds of keyword records will be counted in every message. The
counts are then transformed into weights. Finally, the weights are the input into
a prediction engine (e.g. a neural net, a rule based system, or a classifier), which
forecasts in which class the analyzed message should be assigned to.
As it turns out, the computation of weights using a combination of tradi-
tional information retrieval techniques does not necessarily yield accurate fore-
casts [17], [30]. The weighting scheme consisting of three components (term
frequency, document discrimination, and normalization) can algebraically be sim-
plified and is therefore called simple weighting. Leung [17], Peramunetilleke [30]
and Wu¨thrich [41] show that simple weighting outperforms other information re-
trieval weighting schemes on various financial classification problems.
In papers from Nahm, Mooney [25], [26], [24], [27] a small number of doc-
uments will be manually annotated (we can say indexed) and the obtained index,
i.e. a set of keywords, will be induced to a large body of text to construct a large
structured database for data mining. Authors are working with documents con-
taining job posting templates.
A similar procedure can be found in papers from Macskassy [20], [21]. Key
to its approach is the user’s specification to label historical documents. These data
then form a training corpus, to which inductive algorithms will be applied to build
4
a text classifier.
In Lavrenko [15], [16] we can find a method similar to our method. To each
trend there exist a set of news that are correlated with this trend. The goal is to
learn a language model correlated with the trend and use it later for prediction. A
language model determines the statistics of word usage patterns among the news
in the training set. Once a language model have been learned for every trend,
a stream of incoming news can be monitored and it can be estimated which of
known trend models is most likely to generate the story. The difference to our
investigation is that Lavrenko uses his models of trends and corresponding news
only for day trading.
Many others promising forecasting methods has been developed to predict
currency and stock market movements from numeric time series but these methods
are out of the scope of our research.
In this report we argue that the described methods inherited from information
retrieval cannot be successfully used for classification of news because the goal is
not to find news that contain a specific set of keywords. The goal is to understand
the meaning of text messages which is not the same. In the next chapter we will
show some examples that illustrate this problem. The results of our classification
experiments concluded in the last chapter show that the standard published meth-
ods only describe what is a document about but do not describe its meaning. The
meaning is important for understanding and the understanding is important for
text mining.
2.2 Weak points of related papers
In Macskassy [20], [21] the author describes a system, which is not classifying
news in good-bad but in important-unimportant. It can provide users with well-
filtered news. Each user should give a direct statement of his or her interests,
which helps to construct a model of importance. A similar approach that uses
domain experts to specify a set of keywords has been used also in Peramunetilleke,
Wong [31]. The first problem is that the importance of a news story cannot be
often evaluated at the time the news story appears but sometime later depending
on events (e.g. following messages, movement of markets) that will happen.
The next problem is that experts have different opinion about interpretation of
news. If experts would have the same opinion it would not be possible to make
business with stocks. Most volume of stocks are sold and bought by investment
fonds managed by experts but to realize such a business it is necessary that one
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group of experts think it is the best time to sell and other group of experts think it
is the best time to buy.
The key problem and weak point is the necessity to have the user’s specifi-
cation to label historical documents for training and classifying. The next weak
point is that the importance will be measured by the impact of the news story on
the price of the corresponding stock during the next one hour. The problem is that
it is difficult to decide how much influence each of some hundreds of news stories
may have had because investors are reacting with a different delay.
In Lavrenko [15], [16] the language model is not given by experts but is de-
rived for each trend similarly as in our approach. The difference is that Lavrenko
investigates immediate influence of each news story on price of single stocks dur-
ing day-trading, has to compute short-time trends and assign to them the corre-
sponding time-stamped news stories. The goal is that having a language model for
every trend type, it is possible to monitor a stream of incoming news stories and
estimate the corresponding trend to each news story. Then it is possible, for exam-
ple, to deliver only such news stories to a customer that very probably correspond
to an upward trend.
The weak point of this approach is that it is not clear how quickly the market
responds to news releases. Lavrenko discuss it but the problem is that is is not
possible to isolate market responses for each news story. News build a context, in
which investors decide what to buy or sell. Fresh news occur in context of older
news and may have a different impact.
In our approach we have used language models derived without users and our
context of news is much greater because our unit of news is not a single news
story but a collection of news by the week.
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Chapter 3
Problems concerning text mining
from market news
Market and stock exchange news are special messages containing mainly eco-
nomical and political information. Daily hundreds of them are published. Some
of them are carrying information important for market prediction. The problem is
how to find these news and how to interpret their contents. In this chapter we ex-
plain techniques, which are available for investigations like that. In principle these
techniques are coming from information retrieval, computational linguistics, and
artificial intelligence.
3.1 Different approaches of information retrieval and
text mining
Information retrieval motivated most of the work on text processing and prepro-
cessing. The goal of information retrieval is to find documents, which are most
relevant with respect to a query. The content of documents will be basically spec-
ified by a list of keywords that seems to describe it. To compare the query with
the set of documents usually a vector space model will be used. There are two
main problems: how to weight occurrences of keywords and how to measure the
similarity between document vectors and query vectors.
There is a long history in using keyword counts for text processing. The ex-
isting techniques have been developed mainly for document retrieval purposes
Keen [14], Salton [35]. The typical document retrieval scenario is as follows.
The user provides a query consisting of several keywords. The occurrences of
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the user provided keywords are counted on the documents to help identifying the
most relevant documents. Once the keyword counts are available, the counts are
transformed into weights. The computation of document relevance is finally done
based on those weights. There are many weighting techniques used. The goal is
to discriminate one document from the other as precise as possible. The simplest
one is Boolean weighting [35] where the weight is assigned one if the keyword
occurs in the document and zero otherwise. Because the number of occurrences
of the keyword in a document is important for its relevance a normalized term
frequency (TF) has been used [14] where TF is a term frequency normalized so
as to lie between 0 and 1. Inverse document frequency (IDF) belongs to weight-
ing methods taking into account the entire collection of documents [37], [40] and
assume that the importance of a term (and its weight) is proportional with the
number of documents the term appears in. The next possible weighting factor is
a document length normalization factor. Long documents have usually a much
larger term set than short documents, which makes long documents more likely to
be retrieved than short documents. Using different weighting techniques we can
obtain a vector for each document of our collection and a vector for the query. The
dimension of the vector space is given by the cardinality of the set of keywords.
Text mining has as a goal to look for patterns in natural language text, to
extract corresponding information, and to link it together to form new facts or
new hypotheses. The goal is not to search for something that is already known
and has been written by somebody like in information retrieval. A new, previously
unknown information should be discovered by methods of text mining [12].
Text mining could be compared with data mining, that tries to find interest-
ing patterns from large databases. The difference between data mining and text
mining is that in text mining the patterns are extracted from natural language text
rather than from structured databases of facts. Some published papers [25] try to
define the text patterns in such a way that they can be transformed into lines of
tables, stored in a database and analyzed by data mining techniques.
The fundamental limitations of text mining is that we will not be able to write
programs that fully interpret text for a very long time. The main problem is to
assign semantics, or meaning, to parts of the text.
We can say that information retrieval was the first step in the process of text
processing and text mining is the next step towards understanding text.
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3.2 The problem of understanding news
There are some news that can be classified into classes Positive, Negative with-
out hesitation like the following message, which contains words like: increasing
production capacity, lead in the fast-growing market.
Example 1:
December 30, 2003 TECHNOLOGY UPDATE from The Wall Street Journal
Sharp said it is considering increasing production capacity at its new liquid-
crystal-display panel plant. The Japanese company hopes to keep its lead in the
fast-growing market for LCD panels for use in flat-screen TVs.
(End of example)
It is a question how much worth is the information in example 2 that shares of
Sycamore already surged. It can have two interpretation. First, the shares will
surge in the next days too because the big contract means a long-term prosperity.
Second, the contract was expected and included in the existing price before the
message came, i.e. the Sycamore shares surged too much and they will go down
again.
Example 2:
December 30, 2003 TECHNOLOGY UPDATE from The Wall Street Journal
Sycamore Networks shares surged after it and other telecom gear companies
won stakes in a 260 million dollars Department of Defense contract.
(End of example)
Some kind of messages describe (example 3) the last events and trends in markets.
This means that a growing market induces positive messages describing it. May
be this is the reason why there are twice as much words in news in good times
compared with news in bad times in the same time interval, see experimental data
in section 5.1.
Example 3:
December, 29, 2003 MARKET ALERT from The Wall Street Journal
Year-end bullishness pushed major indexes higher Monday, thrusting the Nas-
daq composite to close above 2000 for the first time since January 2002. The Dow
Jones Industrial Average climbed 125.33, or 1.2%, to 10450.00, while the Nasdaq
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Composite Index jumped 33.34, or 1.7%, to 2006.48, and the S&P 500-stock in-
dex rose 13.59, or 1.2%, to 1109.48.
(End of example)
But using some words that will be usually tossed away using stoplist in lexical
processing before text mining, the message can completely change its meaning.
Example 4:
Sharp said it is not more possible to keep the increasing production capacity at its
new liquid-crystal-display panel plant. The Japanese company lost its lead in the
fast-growing market for LCD panels for use in flat-screen TVs.
(End of example)
This means that differently from information retrieval we are investigating the
meaning of text, which can be very easily impacted by words contained in stoplist.
Many of news cannot be easily classified as positive or negative.
First, it is possible that they cannot be classified by a computer because the com-
puter does not have the knowledge of the semantical context.
Example 5:
In company XY, the current president has gone and the new one is Mr. Z.
(End of example)
Some analysts can suppose that this is a positive message because Mr. Z is know
as a very skill manager who has increased performance of many industrial com-
panies before. For a computer it is a very difficult task to find such a context and
make a conclusion.
Second, it is possible that a message can be positive or negative according to
the portfolio structure of the investor.
Example 6:
The exchange rate of euro/dollar changed at the December, 31, 2003 from 1,2552
to 1,2585.
(End of example)
Some investors may hold it for a good message, some others for a bad message
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depending on the structure of their portfolio.
Very often, messages are not written in the way, which is suitable for machine
processing. Often one message contains a mixture of good and bad news. In
Example 7 good and bad news are inside of one sentence of a message.
Example 7:
December 30, 2003 TECHNOLOGY UPDATE from The Wall Street Journal
Tech shares remained lower Tuesday afternoon as investors mulled new eco-
nomic data following the Nasdaq’s climb above the 2000 benchmark. Microsoft
and Rambus advanced, but IBM and Intel slipped.
December, 31, 2003 TODAY’S NEWS (WSJ.COM SUBSCRIPTION REQUIRED
TO READ FULL STORIES)
Tech shares inched lower in quiet trading, leaving the Nasdaq hovering around
the key 2000 benchmark in the year’s final session. Microsoft and IBM slipped,
but Ciena and Sycamore shares rose on news of a government contract.
(End of example)
Some news can look out good but their positive or negative evaluation can depend
on the historical context.
Example 8:
December, 31, 2003 TODAY’S NEWS WSJ.COM SUBSCRIPTION
The chip industry is expected to grow 18 percent next year amid growing
demand for PCs and mobile phones, market-research firm IDC said.
(End of example)
The message in Example 8 can be understood as a positive message unless in-
vestors were counting with more than 18 percent before the message came. It is
difficult to decide it automatically.
Example 9:
Loss of company XY will be in this year less than the loss in the last year.
Last earnings of company XY outperformed expectations but their shares are ex-
pensive, so there will be scarcely increase in their price.
(End of example)
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In example 9, the first message contains only negative keywords (loss, less) but
it is positive. The second message contains strong positive keywords (outperform
expectations, increase) but it is negative.
Example 10:
The company XY closed last year with a loss but this year with a profit.
The company XY closed last year with a profit but this year with a loss.
(End of example)
In example 10 we can see two messages containing the same words with the same
frequency but having a complete reciprocal meaning. The first one is surely posi-
tive and the second one negative.
Even though we can see from examples above how much ambiguous the news
about markets and stock are we will formulate the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis: News about stocks and markets have statistically another contents
during growing markets than during falling market.
If this hypothesis would be true we could find a templates for news in good times
and bad times, and use them for forecasting the movement of the current market.
In the sequel we describe how we have tested this hypothesis and which results
we have obtained. First, we were investigating frequency of substrings in section
5.2 (page 21) and probability of keywords in section 5.3 (page 5.3). Second, we
were using a classifier for finding out how much similar the sets of weekly news
are in section 5.4 (page 27), section 5.6 (page 30), section 5.7 (page 31).
3.3 The problem of classifying news
Because we are not able to understand the meaning of news we have to use some
others, primitive methods. One of them is classification. A very similar method
will be used during the object-oriented analysis. For all identified objects lists of
their methods and attributes will be written. Then objects having the same lists
are assigned to the same class.
Our objects are news. They may have many attributes but to prove our hypoth-
esis we use here the vector of weights known from information retrieval. Than we
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have to define a metrics for measuring the similarity of news, i.e. for measuring
the distance between vectors of news. This means that in statistical classification
methods we measure how much objects are similar. Having a metrics for defining
similarity we can construct clusters of objects being near to a centroid of a cluster.
These cluster are called classes.
The problem is that to reduce news to vectors of weights is sufficient for infor-
mation retrieval but not for text mining. It is an open question whether some other
features of news would be more suitable to extract and how to define metrics for
measuring their similarity.
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Chapter 4
The investigated problem and used
methods
Suppose that accordingly some related papers there are some rules hidden in text
of news of the following form:
texti(..., pk, ..., pm, ..., pn, ....) => MARKET − UP
and
textj : (..., nq, ..., nr, ..., ns, ....) => MARKET −DOWN
Suppose a domain expert provided a fixed set of keywords (positive keywords -
pi), which are often correlated with the market going up and a fixed set of key-
words (negative keywords - ni), which are often correlated with the market going
down.
Our constraint for the model and first experiments: We do not quantify how
much the market is going up or down, we use MARKET simply as a boolean
variable.
The method used in published papers is that the keywords will be specified by
experts and the presence of positive and negative keywords in news is presented
like in vector model of information retrieval. Then vectors corresponding to news
are loaded as lines into a structured database where in the last column the infor-
mation about the market trend will be stored. For data in this form, standard data
mining techniques can be used.
Text mining is a technology that should at least substitute the expert who pro-
vides the set of keywords. Using a fixed table of positive and negative keywords is
more information retrieval than text mining. But for first experiments in sections
5.2, 5.3 we can use this standard technology, too.
From the assumptions described above follows that when the market is going
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up then there are the following possibilities for investigating sets of news:
• Typical is the relative frequency of positive and negative keywords in news
sets, i.e. positive keywords should be in majority compared with negative
keywords in growing market and vice versa in falling market. This assump-
tion will be investigated by diagnostic methods.
• Typical is the probabilistic profile of news sets. This assumption will be
investigated by classification methods.
• Well, may be that the probabilistic profile of positive and negative news is
identical and the meaning of news is given by combinations of words. We
can imagine such examples, like example 10 on page 12 but we hope that
they are not statistically significant.
4.1 Diagnostic methods
The text processing schema here is based on keyword counting. The keyword
tables can be created by hand like in section 5.2 and section 5.3. Additionally, we
have constructed a sorted file of words probabilities for all sets of news and we
have extracted keywords from the first 1.000 words in each of files. The results
are shown in tables A.1 to A.12 in Appendix.
4.2 Classification methods
The problem of document classification has almost as many methods of solution
as people who have worked in the field. One common approach is to use the naive
Bayes classifier. The classification using naive Bayes method allows the user to
analyze the text of several documents (the training set), which it will parse and add
to the word frequency database (excluding any words from a list of user-specified
“stopwords”, i.e. common words like “and” or “the” that presumably carry no
class information). After all documents are added, the user directs the system to
calculate the probabilities P(word | class) and P(class) that the system will use
in classifying documents. These probabilities are calculated directly from word
frequencies. For example, if there are 50,000 total words in a certain class Up1999
and 100 of them are ”growth”, then P(growth|Up1999) is equal to 100/50,000.
Likewise, if there are 250,000 total words in the entire archive and 50,000 of them
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are in the Up1999 class, then P(Up1999) is equal to 50,000/250,000. The classifier
calculates all such probabilities and store them in the database for later use.
Once a sufficient number of training documents have been fed to the database
and the needed probabilities have been calculated, we can start asking the classifier
to classify new documents that it hasn’t seen before. It returns to us an ordered list
of the most probable classes for that document following the formula (maximizing
for classes):
Bestclass = ArgMax P (word1|class) ∗ P (word2|class) ∗ ... ∗ P (class)
This concept of the naive Bayes classifier matches good a tool for testing our
hypothesis.
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Chapter 5
Experiments
5.1 Experimental data
To test the hypothesis described in section 3.2, page 9, we were using historical
data describing the development of the German market index DAX30. We have
built on the commonly excepted hypothesis that markets move in trends and on
the commonly believed hypothesis that news influence trends.
We collected about 400.000 text messages containing financial and political
news since October, 1999 until the end of September, 2003. They are about 8.000
in a month, their distribution can be seen in Fig. 5.1.
Also the actual outcomes of the index DAX30 are collected over the same
period, see Fig. 5.2. Some messages concern US industry but they are influencing
DAX too and the shape of the index Nasdaq100 looks similarly, see Fig. 5.3.
We approximated the trends (manually) and found two points when long-term
trends changed. It was at March, 13, 2000 when the trend changed from UP
to DOWN, and at March, 6, 2003 when the trend changed from DOWN to UP.
We have divided the news accordingly the time intervals in table 5.1 into four
sets. Each set contains 16 files corresponding to 16 weeks. As given in table 5.1
each set contains about 30.000 news. We can see that sets of news corresponding
to growing trends contain much more words than sets of news corresponding to
falling markets. The reason may be a psychological one. In good times authors of
news write they longer inspired by thinking about excellent future.
We were surprised by a high number of unique words. It is hard to imagine
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of news
Class Time interval Number of news Number of unique words
Up1999: 13.11.1999 - 13.03.2000 32299 212.314
Down2000: 14.03.2000 - 14.07.2000 30228 111.249
Down2002: 05.12.2002 - 05.03.2003 23875 150.878
Up2003: 06.03.2003 - 06.07.2003 35998 240.151
Table 5.1: Building set of news accordingly market trends
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Figure 5.2: The DAX-index since 1999
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Figure 5.3: The Nasdaq100-index since 1999
20
that authors of news would have such a rich vocabulary. The problem is that the
system BOW [22] used for finding unique words does not process the hyphenation
correctly and declared also parts of words as unique words. But we do not think
that this effect could change statistical profile of news.
5.2 Experiment with inverse document frequency of
substrings
We specified a table of substrings of positive and negative keywords and tested
the inverse document frequency of these substrings (in percents) 4 months before
and 4 months after the point of change in both cases, i.e. in collections of news
Up1999, Down2000, Down2002, and Up2003. Using substrings brings advantage
because the German language has rich possibilities (declension, conjugation) how
to derive words from a root, i.e ”steig” catches ”steigen” (in English: to rise),
”steigt, ”steigten”, ”steigte”, ”steigend”, ”steigende”, ”steigenden”, ”steigendes”,
”steigender”, also ”Steigerung”, ”Steigerungen”, ”ansteigen” etc. We have used it
instead of some stemming algorithm. Because the used software was not able to
count words but news we have computed the inverse document frequency IDF as
the number of news where the given substring occurs divided by the total number
of news. First, we have intuitive defined sets of positive and negative keywords,
and tested their IDF. The results are in table 5.2. The interpretation is that for
example the word ”Gewinn” (in English: profit) has been used in 27.96 %, resp.
29.79 % of news of the set Up1999, resp. Up2003 and only in 24.39 %, resp.
18.34 % of news of the set Down2000, resp. Down2002, which corresponds with
our hypothesis.
We have had also the possibility to look for frequency of short keyphrase (until
20 letters without wild symbols). We have tried e.g. ”u¨bertrifft Erwartungen” (in
English: outperforms expectations) but the occurrence was rare and statistically
not significant.
Second, we have used first 1000 words with the largest probability in classes
Up1999 and Down2000 obtained in 5.3, filtered them intuitive to find positive and
negative keywords, compressed to substrings, and computed IDF. The results are
in tables 5.3, 5.4.
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Keyword Up1999 Down2000 valid? Down2002 Up2003 valid?
steig 20.01 19.68 yes 11.39 17.15 yes
positiv 11.68 11.90 no 9.30 15.05 yes
Gewinn 27.96 24.39 yes 18.34 29.79 yes
erho¨ht 9.49 10.66 no 5.79 10.39 yes
wachsen 3.29 3.84 no 2.35 3.17 yes
sink 2.71 2.07 no 5.22 7.59 no
negativ 4.11 4.10 no 5.22 7.59 no
Verlust 9.63 9.66 yes 8.70 12.11 no
reduziert 2.27 2.28 yes 2.72 4.06 no
fallen 6.98 8.08 yes 10.42 15.51 no
Table 5.2: Inverse document frequency of positive and negative substrings - basic
word set
The hypothesis that positive keywords, precisely their roots, are in majority
during the market is going up and reversely that the negative keywords are in
majority during the market is going down could not be proven. The validity of
the result is 50 % in the first experiment. In the second experiment the validity is
negative for positive keywords and positive for negative keywords.
We could formulate another hypothesis and start a bigger experiment in this
direction because inverse document frequency of subsets of negative substrings
seems to correspond with the falling trend. We could perhaps try to prove a weak
hypothesis saying that negative keywords are in majority during falling markets.
But instead of that we have done the next experiment with term probabilities.
5.3 Experiment with term probabilities
We were investigating the two classes Up1999 and Down2000 using the statistical
toolkit BOW [22] for diagnostics of the lexical model. We were looking for the
probability of positive and negative keywords.
As we can see in Figures 5.4, 5.5 the hypotheses that in good times the prob-
ability of positive words in stock exchange news is greater than the probability of
the same positive words in bad times (and similarly for the negative words) could
not be proven.
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Keywords T1-Up1999 T2-Down2000 IDF-T1 IDF-T2 Valid?
neu 11324 12681 35.06 39.26 no
gewinn 7330 7879 22.69 24.39 no
mehr 5681 6512 17.59 20.16 no
stieg 5357 6356 16.59 19.68 no
best 4662 5288 14.43 16.37 no
gut 4303 4701 13.32 14.55 no
fest 3614 4045 11.19 12.52 no
positiv 3122 3843 9.67 11.90 no
besser 3074 3601 9.52 11.15 no
wachstum 3057 4059 9.46 12.57 no
erreich 2974 3284 9.21 10.17 no
sehr 2827 3349 8.75 10.37 no
erfolg 2484 3091 7.69 9.57 no
profit 1979 2102 6.13 6.51 no
erzielt 1782 2483 5.52 7.69 no
wichtig 1493 1962 4.62 6.07 no
kletter 1311 1525 4.06 4.72 no
zuleg 942 911 2.92 2.82 yes
hohen 933 1171 2.89 3.63 no
optimist 365 406 1.13 1.26 no
expand 290 440 0.90 1.36 no
intensiv 274 385 0.85 1.19 no
geschaffen 243 358 0.75 1.11 no
umsatzplus 222 308 0.69 0.95 no
etablier 221 329 0.68 1.02 no
Table 5.3: Inverse document frequency of positive substrings with largest proba-
bility
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Keywords T1-Up1999 T2-Down2000 IDF-T1 IDF-T2 Valid?
nicht 8886 9768 27.51 30.24 yes
kein 5152 5486 15.95 16.99 yes
fallen 2254 2611 6.98 8.08 yes
verlier 1944 2415 6.02 7.48 yes
minus 1819 2582 5.63 7.99 yes
fiel 1380 1685 4.27 5.22 yes
klein 1344 1547 4.16 4.79 yes
verlor 1268 1423 3.93 4.41 yes
schwach 1226 1517 3.80 4.70 yes
negativ 1103 1325 3.41 4.10 yes
reduzier 940 1116 2.91 3.46 yes
platz 894 1459 2.77 4.52 yes
schwierig 557 415 1.72 1.28 no
droh 504 470 1.56 1.46 no
scheiter 392 247 1.21 0.76 no
rutsch 378 524 1.17 1.62 yes
verteuert 338 549 1.05 1.70 yes
unklar 138 153 0.43 0.47 yes
streik 55 112 0.17 0.35 yes
Table 5.4: Inverse document frequency negative substrings with largest probabil-
ity
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Figure 5.4: Probabilities of positive keywords
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Figure 5.5: Probabilities of negative keywords
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classname Down2000 Down2002 Now2003 Up1999 Up2003 Percent
Down2000 7 . . 1 . 87.50
Down2002 . 8 . . . 100.00
Now2003 . . 4 . . 100.00
Up1999 . . . 8 . 100.00
Up2003 . . . . 8 100.00
Table 5.5: Basic classification by Naive Bayes method - trial 1
classname Down2000 Down2002 Now2003 Up1999 Up2003 Percent
Down2000 8 . . 1 . 100.00
Down2002 . 8 . . . 100.00
Now2003 . . 4 . . 100.00
Up1999 . . . 8 . 100.00
Up2003 . 2 . . 6 75.00
Table 5.6: Basic classification by Naive Bayes method - trial 2
5.4 Experiment with basic classification
We were investigating the four classes (Up1999, Down2000, Down2002, Up2003)
using the statistical toolkit BOW [22] for classification of documents. Addition-
ally, we have built a class Now2003 containing 8 documents with messages of the
last 8 weeks of the year 2003. We wanted to know to which class these messages
will be assigned. This could help in market forecasting.
In tables Fig. 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 we can see the results of classification using Naive
Bayes method. One half of documents (randomly selected) have been used for
the training set, the other half have been used for the testing set in each trial. The
classname Down2000 Down2002 Now2003 Up1999 Up2003 Percent
Down2000 8 . . 1 . 100.00
Down2002 . 8 . . . 100.00
Now2003 . . 1 . 3 25.00
Up1999 . . . 8 . 100.00
Up2003 . . . . 8 100.00
Table 5.7: Basic classification by Naive Bayes method - trial 3
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Figure 5.6: Percent accuracy average in basic classification
percent accuracy average is 94.44 and stderr 1.31 (trial-1: 97.22 %, trial-2: 94.44
%, trial-3: 91.67 %).
Overview of classification using Naive Bayes method is given in Fig. 5.6 and
Fig. 5.7. We show there the percent accuracy average and standard error in tasks
containing from 1 to 25 trials.
Using the method of probabilistic indexing we have got another classification,
which can be seen in tables 5.8, 5.9, 5.10. The percent accuracy average is 71.30
and stderr 4.96 (trial-1: 63.89 %, trial-2: 66.67 %, trial-3: 83.33 %).
classname Down2000 Down2002 Now2003 Up1999 Up2003 Percent
Down2000 3 . . 5 . 37.50
Down2002 . 8 . . . 100.00
Now2003 . 3 1 . . 25.00
Up1999 . . . 8 . 100.00
Up2003 . 5 . . 3 37.50
Table 5.8: Classification using probability indexing method - trial 1
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Figure 5.7: Standard error in basic classification
5.5 Experiment with classification of the current trend
After these experiments we have used all documents of classes Up1999, Up2003,
Down2000, and Down2002 as training sets. As a testing set we have used all
documents of the class Now2003. Using Naive Bayes method we obtained the
results in table 5.11.
The result means that all 8 documents of the class Now2003 were classified as
classname Down2000 Down2002 Now2003 Up1999 Up2003 Percent
Down2000 4 . . 4 . 50.00
Down2002 . 8 . . . 100.00
Now2003 . 3 1 . . 25.00
Up1999 . . . 8 . 100.00
Up2003 . 5 . . 3 37.50
Table 5.9: Classification using probability indexing method - trial 2
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classname Down2000 Down2002 Now2003 Up1999 Up2003 Percent
Down2000 8 . . . . 100.00
Down2002 . 8 . . . 100.00
Now2003 . 3 1 . . 25.00
Up1999 . . . 8 . 100.00
Up2003 . 3 . . 5 62.50
Table 5.10: Classification using probability indexing method - trial 3
classname Down2000 Down2002 Now2003 Up1999 Up2003
Now2003 . . . . 8
Table 5.11: Classification of news from Now2003 using Naive Bayes method
being members of the class Up2003. Class Now2003 was not in the training set
and the class Up2003 was the nearest one. This result has been proven in repeating
25 trials and corresponds with the current reality because trend Up2003 seems to
continue.
But using probability indexing method for classification we have obtained dif-
ferent results, see table 5.12. In this experiment all documents of Now2003 have
been assigned to the class Down2002.
5.6 Experiment with similarity of Up-classes,
resp. Down-classes
The question is how documents of other classes behave when their class are not
a part of the training set. One could expect that e.g. documents of class Up1999
have much more common with class Up2003 than with classes Down2000 and
Down2002. If their class Up1999 were excluded from the training set then one
could expect that these documents will be classified as documents of class Up2003.
The results of our experiments can be seen in table 5.13. For example, are all
classname Down2000 Down2002 Now2003 Up1999 Up2003
Now2003 . 8 . . .
Table 5.12: Classification of news from Now2003 using probabilistic indexing
method
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classname Down2000 Down2002 Now2003 Up1999 Up2003
Down2002 . . . . 16
Down2000 . . . 16 .
Up2003 . 16 . . .
Up1999 16 . . . .
Table 5.13: Classification - similarity of Up- resp. Down-classes
classname Down Now2003 Up total percent
Down 10 . 6 16 62.50 %
Now2003 . 4 . 4 100.00 %
Up 7 . 9 16 56.25 %
Table 5.14: Classification of Up-Down using Naive Bayes method - trial 1
16 documents of the class Down2002 that was not in the training set were assigned
to the class Up2003.
The hypothesis that documents of classes Down2000 and Down2002(resp.
Up1999 and Up2003) have enough similarity so that documents of the class Down2003
will be assigned to the class Down2000 when the class Down2003 were not in the
training set could not be proved. It has been found that in such a case documents
will be assigned to a class which is the nearest in time not in the features of the
market.
5.7 Experiment with Up-Down classification
For this experiment we have built a new model, in which we have appended sets
Up1999, Up2003 and Down2000 and Down2002 in classes Up (32 files)and Down
(32 files). The class Now2003 (8 files) was as before.
Using a training set with 50 % of data (method Naive Bayes) we have obtained
results given in tables 5.14 to 5.21. The percent accuracy average is given in table
5.22.
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classname Down Now2003 Up total percent
Down 11 . 5 16 68.75 %
Now2003 . 2 2 4 50.00 %
Up 7 . 9 16 56.25 %
Table 5.15: Classification of Up-Down using Naive Bayes method - trial 2
classname Down Now2003 Up total percent
Down 7 . 9 16 43.75 %
Now2003 . 4 . 4 100.00 %
Up 1 . 15 16 93.75 %
Table 5.16: Classification of Up-Down using Naive Bayes method - trial 3
Using the same data and training set (50 %) but the method of probability in-
dexing, we have got results in table 5.23 (50% accuracy). For training set contain-
ing 80% of documents we have obtained results in table 5.24 (66.67% accuracy).
Using the same data and the method of probability indexing but training set
80% , we have got:
As we defined all data of set Now2003 as test data, all 8 files of Now2003 have
been assigned to the set Up in all trials, which corresponds with results obtained
before.
When using the set Up as a testing set (all others as training set), 28 files were
assigned to Down and 4 files assigned to Now2003. When using the set Down as
a testing set (all others as training set), were all 32 files assigned to Up.
classname Down Now2003 Up total percent
Down 9 . 7 16 56.25 %
Now2003 . 4 . 4 100.00 %
Up 6 . 10 16 62.50 %
Table 5.17: Classification of Up-Down using Naive Bayes method - trial 4
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classname Down Now2003 Up total percent
Down 6 . 10 16 37.50 %
Now2003 . 2 2 4 50.00 %
Up 2 . 14 16 87.50 %
Table 5.18: Classification of Up-Down using Naive Bayes method - trial 5
classname Down Now2003 Up total percent
Down 14 . 2 16 87.50 %
Now2003 . 4 . 4 100.00 %
Up . 16 16 100.00 %
Table 5.19: Classification of Up-Down using Naive Bayes method - trial 6
classname Down Now2003 Up total percent
Down 10 . 6 16 62.50 %
Now2003 . 4 . 4 100.00 %
Up 7 . 9 16 56.25 %
Table 5.20: Classification of Up-Down using Naive Bayes method - trial 7
classname Down Now2003 Up total percent
Down 16 . 16 100.00 %
Now2003 . 3 1 4 75.00 %
Up 1 . 15 16 93.75 %
Table 5.21: Classification of Up-Down using Naive Bayes method - trial 8
Trial Percent accuracy
1 63.89
2 61.11
3 72.22
4 63.89
5 61.11
6 94.44
7 94.44
8 94.44
Table 5.22: Percent accuracy for trials of Up-Down classification using Naive
Bayes
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classname Down Now2003 Up total percent
Down 5 . 11 16 31.25 %
Now2003 . 1 3 4 25.00 %
Up 4 . 12 16 75.00 %
Table 5.23: Classification of Up-Down using probabilistic indexing method with
training set=0.5
classname Down Now2003 Up total percent
Down 26 . . 26 100.00
Now2003 5 1 . 6 16.67
Up 14 . 11 15 44.00
Table 5.24: Classification of Up-Down using probabilistic indexing method with
training set=0.8
Figure 5.8: Percent accuracy average in Up-Down classification
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Figure 5.9: Standard error in Up-Down classification
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This report is the first attempt to investigate the relation between market news and
long-term trends of market. We have found that:
• Sets of news from different time intervals have specific features and the
classifier classified them with average accuracy about 90 % see Fig. 5.6 in
section 5.4, page 27.
• All members of the set of news from the last time Now2003 have been
classified to belong to the class Up2003 with accuracy of 100 %, which
supports the common meaning that the growing trend that started in March,
2003 is going on (section 5.5, page 29).
• After reducing the number of classes to two (Up and Down) the classifier
classified news with average accuracy about 70 %, see Fig. 5.8 in section
5.7, page 31.
• The small similarity between classes Up1999, Up2003 and Down2000, Down2002
found and described in section 5.6 (page 30) was surprising. In this case the
similarity as neighbor in time seems to have more influence as the similarity
of market trends.
The correspondence between classes of news and market trends can be used prac-
tically for market forecasting.
Examples shown in section 3.2 (page 9) illustrate that statistics is not strong
enough to distinguish good news from bad news in all cases. There are many
cases where experts cannot do it, too. The only hope for statistical methods is that
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the frequency of difficult classifiable news is small and that the main part of news
can be classified using some statistical patterns.
Text mining respects that complete understanding of natural language text is
not immediately attainable and focuses on extracting a small amount of informa-
tion from text with high reliability.
Texts are written by people for people to read. Often authors are using ambi-
guity and common phrases intentionally because the market situation is not clear
and they have to generate some news. Sometimes authors are following interests
of their employers or some investor groups and their messages cannot be taken
very seriously. Regularly, there are scandals concerning such cases, e.g. Enron,
Worldcom. Also experts who analyze news can anytime be divided in groups,
from which at least one is forecasting excellent times and at least one is forecast-
ing an absolute disaster on markets.
To get farther though we need more sophisticated language models and anal-
ysis.
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Appendix A
Probabilities of keywords
A.1 Probabilities of keywords in class Up1999
A.2 Probabilities of keywords in class Down2000
A.3 Probabilities of keywords in class Down2002
A.4 Probabilities of keywords in class Up2003
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Probalility Word
0.002998723261414790 nicht
0.001026814441950903 keine
0.000921091398944895 mehr
0.000782753621701331 sehr
0.000664571017301200 gewinn
0.000636903461852488 gut
0.000530264274626323 minus
0.000370488722631108 wachstum
0.000273560664138597 gewinne
0.000266781196909442 steigen
0.000259635271992225 gewinnen
0.000256153923955632 gesteigert
0.000220057841681484 erzielt
0.000212362230232173 neu
0.000205949220691081 verloren
0.000199169753461926 positiven
0.000198436838085801 erreichen
0.000192939972764865 hohen
0.000192390286232771 guten
0.000180297182526711 stiegen
0.000151530254013811 steigt
0.000146766304069000 steigerung
0.000146766304069000 keinen
0.000107738560290352 verbessert
0.000106089500694071 fielen
Table A.1: Probabilities of keywords in class Up1999 - part 1
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Probalility Word
0.000105723043006008 einstieg
0.000104806898785852 verbessern
0.000101142321905228 klettern
0.000095645456584292 kletterten
0.000090331820107387 erzielte
0.000082636208658076 steigern
0.000075490283740859 verbesserte
0.000073841224144578 wichtige
0.000067794672291548 negative
0.000062114578126580 gefallen
0.000056984170493706 verteuerten
0.000052036991704864 profitierten
0.000051670534016801 schwache
0.000051304076328739 umsatzplus
0.000050387932108583 ausfallen
0.000049655016732458 optimistisch
0.000048005957136177 verlierern
0.000045074295631678 geschaffen
0.000044891066787647 kursgewinner
0.000041409718751054 erfolgreiche
0.000038661286090585 scheitern
Table A.2: Probabilities of keywords in class Up1999 - part 2
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Probalility Word
0.000034263793833836 besten
0.000033714107301743 zulegten
0.000032065047705462 keiner
0.000030782445797243 jahresfehlbetrag
0.000029316615044994 erfolge
0.000028400470824838 reduzierung
0.000020521630531496 unklar
0.000018322884403121 einsteigen
0.000017589969026996 feste
0.000017406740182965 etablieren
0.000013925392146372 intensiv
0.000012276332550091 expandieren
0.000010444044109779 drohen
0.000008794984513498 schwierige
0.000006046551853030 rutschte
0.000005680094164968 versteigert
0.000005313636476905 gedroht
0.000005130407632874 platzen
0.000002015517284343 verkleinern
0.000000183228844031 negativprognose
0.000000183228844031 bestreiken
Table A.3: Probabilities of keywords in class Up1999 - part 3
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Probalility Word
0.002884664322157283 nicht
0.000896920849863793 mehr
0.000879065867364179 keine
0.000817658077085132 sehr
0.000688835212695393 minus
0.000636104610173168 gut
0.000535983212979070 gewinn
0.000418340571276006 wachstum
0.000292020741816119 gesteigert
0.000216595955929898 steigen
0.000210421803102929 positiven
0.000209754327121635 gewinne
0.000207918768173077 hohen
0.000204247650275960 gewinnen
0.000199909056397549 verloren
0.000192900558593962 kursgewinner
0.000184557108827787 stiegen
0.000166868995323496 steigerung
0.000153018868711646 steigt
0.000151517047753735 keinen
0.000127988519413122 einstieg
0.000117976379693712 verbessert
0.000108798584950920 steigern
0.000097618362264245 fielen
Table A.4: Probabilities of keywords in class Down2000 - part 1
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Probalility Word
0.000097117755278275 verbesserte
0.000094114113362452 verbessern
0.000089775519484041 klettern
0.000088941174507424 wichtige
0.000087773091540159 kletterten
0.000082767021680454 verteuerten
0.000072921750956368 gefallen
0.000068082550091987 negative
0.000062742742241635 umsatzplus
0.000056234851424018 schwache
0.000053898685489489 ausfallen
0.000052063126540931 profitierten
0.000051061912568990 jahresfehlbetrag
0.000049560091611078 optimistisch
0.000049226353620431 verlierern
0.000046389580699932 scheitern
Table A.5: Probabilities of keywords in class Down2000 - part 2
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Probalility Word
0.000038212999929081 schwarz
0.000037044916961816 zulegten
0.000035209358013258 erfolgreiche
0.000035042489017934 keiner
0.000033874406050670 erfolge
0.000033040061074052 besten
0.000025697825279818 reduzierung
0.000020191148434143 feste
0.000016019423551056 einsteigen
0.000010345877710057 drohen
0.000010345877710057 aufhebung
0.000008844056752145 schwierige
0.000008176580770851 versteigert
0.000007342235794234 personalkosten
0.000006007283831646 gedroht
0.000005673545840999 rutschte
0.000004672331869058 drohenden
0.000003671117897117 warnstreiks
0.000002336165934529 einschnitte
0.000002169296939205 gewinnsituation
0.000001668689953235 verkleinern
0.000001668689953235 kummer
0.000000667475981294 sparvorhaben
0.000000333737990647 negativprognose
0.000000333737990647 bestreiken
Table A.6: Probabilities of keywords in class Down2000 - part 3
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Probalility Word
0.003661118054139457 nicht
0.001245764446117928 keine
0.000963499735014956 sehr
0.000897637969090928 mehr
0.000748363362257626 minus
0.000738954538554193 gut
0.000610849785053613 gewinn
0.000447642881582535 wachstum
0.000281360016516104 gewinne
0.000279912505177115 kursgewinner
0.000274846215490651 steigen
0.000271046498225803 kosten
0.000226535524551873 positiven
0.000191252435664002 keinen
0.000188357412986022 steigt
0.000184195817886427 gewinnen
0.000181481734125822 verloren
0.000171530093670268 gefallen
0.000165559109396936 schwache
0.000157778735949867 stiegen
0.000120867196805632 verbessert
0.000120505318970885 negative
0.000119600624384016 steigern
0.000117429357375532 gesteigert
0.000109468045011089 fielen
Table A.7: Probabilities of keywords in class Down2002 - part 1
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Probalility Word
0.000099697343472909 steigerung
0.000097345137547051 verbessern
0.000097345137547051 ausfallen
0.000080155940396549 optimistisch
0.000071651811279985 erzielte
0.000069118666436754 verlierern
0.000064957071337159 verteuerten
0.000064776132419785 klettern
0.000058624209229079 einstieg
0.000053919797377363 verbesserte
0.000052110408203626 profitierten
0.000049939141195141 kletterten
0.000046320362847667 umsatzplus
0.000046320362847667 reduzierung
0.000042701584500193 scheitern
Table A.8: Probabilities of keywords in class Down2002 - part 2
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Probalility Word
0.000035102149970498 erfolge
0.000034016516466256 keiner
0.000030216799201408 drohenden
0.000029673982449287 feste
0.000029493043531913 zulegten
0.000029131165697166 besten
0.000024969570597571 schwierige
0.000020627036580602 warnstreiks
0.000018998586324239 drohen
0.000011037273959796 rutschte
0.000008866006951311 personalkosten
0.000008866006951311 expandieren
0.000007599434529695 einsteigen
0.000006513801025453 gedroht
0.000004523472934343 gewinnsituation
0.000004342534016969 verkleinern
0.000004161595099595 einschnitte
0.000000904694586869 versteigert
0.000000180938917374 negativprognose
Table A.9: Probabilities of keywords in class Down2002 - part 3
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Probalility Word
0.003605822921072243 nicht
0.001235092540914232 keine
0.000982241604463932 sehr
0.000879584124265110 mehr
0.000697362882729927 gut
0.000673932029285533 minus
0.000557789165809362 gewinn
0.000417878314306862 wachstum
0.000314715132235140 gewinne
0.000308141007887432 steigen
0.000273416145948258 kursgewinner
0.000272404742202456 kosten
0.000251165263540631 positiven
0.000241051226082619 guten
0.000228240111969137 hohen
0.000223183093240131 steigt
0.000191492442538360 keinen
0.000181209837789382 gewinnen
0.000178007059261011 erzielt
0.000164521675983662 verbessert
0.000160644628291424 schwache
0.000158116118926921 gefallen
0.000148339216050843 verloren
0.000140079418793466 stiegen
0.000112602950365867 negative
Table A.10: Probabilities of keywords in class Up2003 - part 1
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Probalility Word
0.000111928681201999 verbessern
0.000110074441001364 gesteigert
0.000105185989563325 steigern
0.000101477509162054 ausfallen
0.000098106163342716 steigerung
0.000089677798794373 fielen
0.000087317856720837 verbesserte
0.000079563761336361 optimistisch
0.000068606887423515 erzielte
0.000066415512640945 klettern
0.000057481446219702 profitierten
0.000054784369564232 reduzierung
0.000052930129363596 einstieg
0.000051918725617795 umsatzplus
0.000049727350835226 abgeben
0.000049053081671358 verzeichneten
0.000048041677925557 kletterten
0.000043490361069452 scheitern
0.000038939044213346 verteuerten
0.000038433342340446 feste
0.000033207756320473 erfolge
0.000026296497390831 verlierern
0.000025285093645030 keiner
0.000024610824481163 schwierige
Table A.11: Probabilities of keywords in class Up2003 - part 2
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Probalility Word
0.000021745180534726 aufhebung
0.000019553805752157 verzichtet
0.000017699565551521 drohenden
0.000017193863678620 drohen
0.000013822517859283 zulegten
0.000010788306621879 einsteigen
0.000010451172039946 gedroht
0.000009608335585111 expandieren
0.000009608335585111 einschnitte
0.000009439768294145 intensiv
0.000007079826220608 abbruch
0.000006236989765774 erheben
0.000005225586019973 rutschte
0.000005057018729006 verkleinern
0.000003877047692238 gewinnsituation
0.000000842836454834 versteigert
0.000000674269163867 bestreiken
0.000000168567290967 negativprognose
0.000000168567290967 kummer
Table A.12: Probabilities of keywords in class Up2003 - part 3
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